USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT - 901.29

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

OPS_Marti says:
:: At OPS ::

TO_Ian says:
::TAC::

Alicia says:
@Shey: Have we all the injured now?

Host Gnshi says:
%::is prostrate before the Image of his Queen::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA IS BEING SUCKED THROUGH THE TEMPORAL VORTEX AFTER THE ALIEN SHIP

CO_Riker says:
::comes out of the Turbolift onto the bridge::

Shey says:
@::helping MO with the patients::

Civ_Quincy says:
::still attending to wounded::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Monitoring Hull integrity - Compensating fields strength ::

XO_Madred says:
::starts to wake up slowly his head a throbbing mass of scar tissue::

Alicia says:
@::wipes the dust and dirt from her brow::

TO_Ian says:
::monitoring shields::

CEO_Joey says:
::in engineering::

TO_Ian  (Alien creature.mid)

CNS_Edge says:
::in Sickbay running a tissue regenerator over the XO's head::

MO_Jerah says:
@::working with the injured patients::

Host Bob_AGM says:
SOME OF THE CREW, MOSTLY MEDICAL STAFF, IS LEFT ON THE PLANET

CNS_Edge says:
XO: Please lay still

Alicia says:
@MO: These are the last of the injured?

CO_Riker says:
*CNS*: Mr. Edgemoor, how is the Commander?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: we have minor hull breaches on decks 5, 6 and 7

MO_Jerah says:
@ Alicia: Good...let's hope there will be no more

CO_Riker says:
OPS: OK.

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CNS as if he is crazy and keeps sitting up:: CNS: I don't think so Counselor .......

Shey says:
@::stands up to ease the stitch in her back and looks around::

Alicia says:
@MO: Good thing too, we are getting low on meds.

Host Gnshi says:
%::wonders if he dares look up at the most munificent ::

Civ_Quincy says:
@MO: I'm wondering how the Geneva is......... haven't had COMM for a while....

CNS_Edge says:
*CO*: He had a slight concussion he will be as good as new in no time

OPS_Marti says:
:: trying to establish our position and a time reference ::

Shey says:
@Alicia:  low is an understatement.

CO_Riker says:
::goes to his seat and notices that Lt. Tovik isn't on the bridge::

TO_Ian says:
CEO/EO: We got shields knocked out, weapon sitemaps failing I need them in working order

MO_Jerah says:
@Civ: Yes, I am wondering the same

XO_Madred says:
::hears the com and interrupts:: *CO*: I am just fine, Captain ..... on my way to the bridge now.  ::stands weakly and slumps against a bio bed::

Host Gnshi says:
%::looks over at the Co to find him dead ::

CNS_Edge says:
XO: I can't allow that

XO_Madred says:
::holds the bio bed for support:: CNS: Like hell you can't ......

OPS_Marti says:
*CEO*: Report on the hull breaches

CO_Riker says:
*XO*: Commander, I order you to stay in Sickbay until the Counselor lets you go.  You hear me?

Civ_Quincy says:
@MO: Maybe we should COMM them.

Alicia says:
@Shey: I think there may be more in the closet over there ::points:: unless you already retrieved them.

CNS_Edge says:
XO: Calm down before I restrain you

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE TWO SHIPS EXIT THE TEMPORAL VORTEX AND ARRIVE AT THE SAME PLANET THEY JUST LEFT, BUT 300 YEARS IN THE PAST

OPS_Marti says:
:: trying to establish communications with the Away team ::

Shey says:
@Alicia: sister, I already have.  That was the last for now.

XO_Madred says:
::listens to the Captain's words half wanting to spit at him:: *CO*: Aye .... sir. ::turns to the counselor shooting cold darts from his eyes::

CEO_Joey says:
*OPS*: Force fields are holding on the breaches.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Scanning Planet surface ::

Host Gnshi says:
%::establishes contact with the Hivemother ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: we have exited the portal shields are knocked out

CO_Riker says:
TO: Noted.

MO_Jerah says:
@Civ: Yes good idea

Civ_Quincy says:
@Com: Geneva: This is Quincy. Come in.

XO_Madred says:
::leans back against the bio bed:: CNS: So, what is it going to be ..... let me out of here?  Or restrain me?

Alicia says:
@Shey: Are you with us?

CO_Riker says:
*CEO*: Lt. Barbato, can we get power to the shields?

Alicia says:
@::reaches towards her sister to see if she is all right::

Shey says:
@::looks at her sister a bit unfocused::

Alicia says:
@Shey: What is it sister?

CEO_Joey says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

Shey says:
@Alicia:  just tired.

CEO_Joey says:
::works on getting power to the shields::

Shey says:
@Alicia:  you were saying?

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Can we get communications with the Away Teams?

Alicia says:
@Shey: Come Sister, we have done we can do.  Let us rest and pray.

CNS_Edge says:
XO: I had to remove blood clot from your brain, and unless you want permanent brain damage I suggest you lay that head of yours back down

XO_Madred says:
::waits for the counselor to answer him and rubs his temples roughly with the back of a hand::

Civ_Quincy says:
::frowns and gets back to work::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: No Sir, I’m scanning the planet now

Shey says:
@Alicia:  there is still much to do... should we just leave the good doctor here alone?

MO_Jerah says:
@Civ: Any response?

CO_Riker says:
::gets up and heads to the Flight Console::

TO_Ian says:
OPS: I need as much power as I can get to phaser banks to initiate a power restart

OPS_Marti says:
CO: we appeared to have traveled back in time sir, I would estimate around 300 years

Civ_Quincy says:
@MO: None so far.

Alicia says:
@Shey: Well, there should be more supplies in that closet unless you already used them ::points::

XO_Madred says:
::raises his eyes:: CNS: Counselor, you performed surgery on me?  I was not aware you were qualified for that?  Also, I have no intention of sitting in sick bay for this entire mission.  ::weaves from a slight bout of nausea::

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Hive Mother: this is underling 24JG75D4785, Gnshi

OPS_Marti says:
TO: acknowledged  :: rerouting necessary power to TO ::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Wait a minute?!?!  Come again?

Shey says:
@Alicia:  I did.

MO_Jerah says:
@Civ: We will just have keep checking

OPS_Marti says:
Co: Yes sir?

Shey says:
@MO:  perhaps our communication center might assist you better?

Host Gnshi says:
&Com: Gnshi: Where is your CO?

XO_Madred says:
::wonders if he should lay his head down .... Maybe there will only be one Counselor Edgemoor standing in front of him then::

Civ_Quincy says:
@COM: GENEVA: Come in, USS Geneva: do you read me?

Alicia says:
@Shey: Well all we can hope for is the ship to return.

TO_Ian ::initiates phaser restarts:: (CompWorking.wav)

Alicia says:
@::Nods in agreement with her sister;:

MO_Jerah says:
@::bends over to help a wounded girl:: Shey: Yes, we should try it then

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Did you say that we are in the past?

CNS_Edge says:
XO: I am "qualified for that" Please review my Profile when you are well!

Host Gnshi says:
%COM: Hivemother: He was killed in transit, but we brought back a variant of the Borg

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shay: probably.

Shey says:
@Civ:  If you will come with me, I will show you the way.

Alicia says:
@Shey: I will stay here in case the MO needs me.

Civ_Quincy says:
::follows Shey:;

XO_Madred says:
::looks up putting on his game face:: CNS: Let me out of here and it will be the first thing I do ..... swear.

OPS_Marti says:
Co: It appears that the technological development of the colony is what it was 300 years ago sir

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open frequencies to the Alien ship.

OPS_Marti says:
Co: I can't locate the Away team

Shey says:
@::nods at her sister::  CIV:  this way please

OPS_Marti says:
COM: Alien Ship: Hail

TO_Ian says:
CO: I have been able to get phasers working but still the photon torpedo systems are short circuited and shields are still non-operational

Alicia says:
@MO: Is there anything else I can do to help?

CNS_Edge says:
XO: You will leave when I am done running scans and I give the ok.

Host Gnshi says:
&HM: Self: hmmm interesting

Civ_Quincy says:
@::following Shey::

OPS_Marti says:
COM: Alien Ship: This is the USS Geneva, please respond

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: If this is all the wounded, then we are fine for now, thank you.

Host Gnshi says:
&HM: Brains: They say they have made contact with and brought back a variant example of the Borg

OPS_Marti says:
:: Transmitting on all frequencies - using languacode ::

Shey says:
@::leads the civilian to the communication center and enters::  CIV:  here you are.  The system is over here.

OPS_Marti says:
CO: No response sir

Alicia says:
@MO: I notice you have delicate hands.  They are also healing hands.  Have you always wanted to be a doctor?

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship : Alien Ship, this is Captain Rikerson of the USS Geneva.  Please respond.

XO_Madred says:
CNS: Well, then can you hurry up about it ....... ::sighs heavily as he leans against an articulation frame::

CNS_Edge says:
XO: Commander.....

Host Gnshi says:
&<Brains> HM: we shall have to study this

TO_Ian says:
CEO: what’s the ETA till shields are operational

XO_Madred says:
CNS: Yes, Counselor?

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: looks old, but better than this crummy thing. An age estimate?

OPS_Marti says:
:: Monitoring Hull integrity ::

MO_Jerah says:
@::looks up at Alicia:: Alicia: Yes, for a long time now

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Mr. Jean, are the frequencies open to the Alien ship?

Shey says:
@::looks at the CIV::  It is not that old.  It just looks that way thanks to our antiquarian.

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Ah. I see.

Alicia says:
@MO: Well you are in the right profession.

CNS_Edge says:
XO: I will do my Job to see to your health... no matter how long it takes, now lay back ::runs some scans on the XO's Brain patterns::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: we did not receive any response sir but I'm transmitting on all frequencies... we don't have any specs on their technology sir so we can't be sure

XO_Madred says:
::sighs:: CNS <sarcastically> You're the doctor ........

Alicia says:
@MO: They seem to get better very rapidly with your touch  ::smiles at the young woman::

Shey says:
@CIV:  being so close to the borders ::shrugs::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Keep trying.

CEO_Joey says:
*TO*: I'm working on them now, an exact ETA is not available. Give me a deadline and I’ll meet it.

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Aye, aye sir

OPS_Marti says:
:: trying to establish binary communication ::

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Thanks for the compliment, it is also our good medicines, and your help

CO_Riker says:
::goes back to the captain's chair and sits::

Shey says:
@::leans against wall and watches the CIV::

TO_Ian says:
CEO: If you can get them up in 10 seconds that would make me feel safe

OPS_Marti says:
:: scanning EM Field of the Alien Ship ::

Alicia says:
@MO: Extra hands can help or make things worse.  I am glad I didn't have to do your job.

CO_Riker says:
TO: Are phasers operational?

Civ_Quincy says:
@::sets COMM to Geneva's frequency:: COLONY COM: GENEVA: This is Civ Quincy. Is anybody hearing this??

CNS_Edge says:
XO: Aye sir, ::sighs:: Unfortunately... but I am the only other qualified crewmen on board.

XO_Madred says:
::turns his head as the door to sickbay opens:: CNS: Come on ..........  I don't have all day.

CEO_Joey says:
::thinks about it for a minute, tweaks a few settings, brings shields online::

TO_Ian says:
CO: yes fully charged

CEO_Joey says:
*TO*: You've got them.

XO_Madred says:
::mumbles::

CO_Riker says:
TO: What about the shields?

Alicia says:
@MO: May I sit and rest a moment ::sways slightly on her feet:: I feel unwell....

Civ_Quincy says:
@::waits for response::

Host Bob_AGM says:
FORTUNATELY FOR THE PLANET, WITH THE DEPARTURE OF THE TWO SHIPS, THE ATTACK HAS ENDED

MO_Jerah says:
@::continues helping the young girl as she talks:: Alicia: Yes, we all have our gifts..

Host Gnshi says:
%::waits ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: shields are entering activation sequence right now

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir, with the current development of the Colony I can only recommend to be cautious with the communications... we would not want to reveal our presence...

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Of course, you must be exhausted

Shey says:
@::listens to the quiet wondering why the firing stopped::

Alicia says:
@::nods at the MO and sits down::

Host Gnshi says:
&<HM> ::waits::

Shey says:
@CIV:  anything?

CO_Riker says:
TO: OK, as soon as the shields are operational, I want the shields up and the phasers armed.

Host Gnshi says:
&<Brains> :::thinks ::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Wait a minute. Has the attack ended?

Alicia says:
@MO: I never realized bodies weighed so much.

TO_Ian says:
::shields come online::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir, with the current development of the Colony I can only recommend to be cautious with the communications... we would not want to reveal our presence...

Shey says:
@::nods at the CIV:  CIV: awhile back thank goodness.

TO_Ian says:
CO: shields are up and phasers locked on alien ship

MO_Jerah says:
@::laughs aloud at Alicia's comment::

OPS_Marti says:
:: still trying to communicate with the Alien Ship ::

Alicia says:
@::begins rubbing her back and the nape of her neck::

XO_Madred says:
::taps his foot impatiently::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: If it has......... Then there are two theories I have. The Geneva destroyed the ship, or........

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Try avoiding communications with the Colony

Shey says:
@CIV:  Or?

TO_Ian  (Esbfinal.mid)

CO_Riker says:
TO: What is the status with the Torpedoes?

Alicia says:
@~~~~Sister, I am sensing distress from you~~~~

Host Gnshi says:
&<Brains> HM: we need more data, can we do a scan of the vessel?

Civ_Quincy says:
@::continues:: Shey: Or both ships are gone.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Scanning the other side of the planet ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: completely knocked out several torpedo chain reactions took place destroying 13 torpedoes and 1 torpedo bay

XO_Madred says:
::bangs his hand against the bio bed rhythmically:: CNS: Counselor ...............

CO_Riker says:
OPS: How's communications with the Alien Ship?

Shey says:
@~~~~Alicia:  there seems to be added problems.  Note the ship is not responding and the aliens are not attacking~~~~

MO_Jerah says:
@::gives the young girl antibiotic injection::

Host Gnshi says:
&<HM> Brains: do so

Shey says:
@CIV:  gone?  Gone where?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir, it appears to have some traces of alien technology on the planet

CNS_Edge says:
<Scan> ::brain activity shows peak and is above normal::

Host Gnshi says:
&<Brains > ::Initiate scans ::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Frequencies still open with the Alien Ship?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Still nothing sir, I’m still trying

Alicia says:
@~~~~The ships have disappeared?~~~~

XO_Madred says:
::rubs his noggin::

MO_Jerah says:
@::looks at Alicia:: Alicia: What is wrong?

OPS_Marti says:
OPS: I'm still transmitting on all frequencies

Civ_Quincy says:
@::still going:: Shey: Well, if the aliens beat the Geneva, they'd still be attacking. The Alien ship must've escaped.

Civ_Quincy says:
@::thinks::

Alicia says:
@MO:  It seems that your ship and the alien ship have disappeared.

Shey says:
@~~~~Alicia, it would seem so~~~~ ::rubs her tempo::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the Counselor and sighs heavily::

Shey says:
@CIV:  then your ship is in pursuit?

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Wait. They wouldn't strand us....

XO_Madred says:
::wonders why the Captain can always order himself out of this but he can not::

CNS_Edge says:
XO: I need to give you a relaxing agent, this will only put you to sleep, I need your vitals to slow down a bit

Alicia says:
@~~~~Well, there goes the neighborhood...lol~~~~

OPS_Marti says:
COM: Alien Ship: This is the USS Geneva of the United Federation of Planets, please respond (Again and again and again...)

Host Gnshi says:
<Ens Yoyo> ::Trips and hits the ops console ::

Shey says:
@~~~~glad you see some humor sis~~~~  ::smiles::

XO_Madred says:
::pushes away the hypo:: CNS: This is getting ridiculous ........ I will not have you dulling my senses while we are Red Alert.  No I order you to let me out of Sickbay.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Monitoring Hull integrity ::

MO_Jerah says:
@::wiping sweat from her brow:: Alicia: Oh no....I could not sense them...now I know why

Host Gnshi says:
%COM: Geneva: iagt[oha asihg'kjoljgb  (Who you?)

CNS_Edge says:
XO: No can do

Alicia says:
@~~~~You have to admit, it is better than crying over spilled milk~~~~

XO_Madred says:
::stares the Counselor in the eyes wondering if he will back down and levels a withering glare at him::

Alicia says:
@MO: Are you telepathic?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir Still no response from the Alien Vessel

Shey says:
@~~~~I would not mind spilling some milk right about now~~~~

Civ_Quincy says:
@::looks at Shey and raises eyebrow:: Shey: Smiling at a time like this??????

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Noted, Mr. Jean.

CNS_Edge  (Hypospray.wav)

XO_Madred says:
CNS: You are refusing to follow a direct order?  ::looks at the Counselor amazed::

Shey says:
@CIV:  yes Civ.  There is good and bad in all things.  At the moment we are trying to see the good.

Alicia says:
@~~~~Will you be heading back this direction now?~~~~

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Yes, somewhat...I do not use it much

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Oh

Shey says:
@~~~~not yet I think~~~~

XO_Madred says:
CNS: I have done what you have asked ..... Now are you going to let me return to my station, or not.  ::gives him a second chance::

CO_Riker says:
::can't believe that the Alien ship isn't responding::

Alicia says:
@MO: What race are you?

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Need a recap on what I said?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir, I'm receiving something.. I’m running it in the universal translator

Shey says:
@CIV:  might I suggest you call your SF and relay what has occurred here?

Shey says:
@CIV:  No thank you.  Try to look at the good.  No more people are being hurt or dying.

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: I am Betazoid

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Do it.

CNS_Edge says:
::watches the XO fall a sleep::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir I think it means ... Who You?

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: That's positive

Alicia says:
@MO: Yes I have heard of them.  Very empathic people.  No wonder you are such a good doctor ::smiles::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: But I don't have enough material to be sure

Borgie says:
#::interfaces with tactical science node system:: Borgy: Two of Four, Tactical Unijunct Beta, sensors indicate two alien vessels 15mds from this position. Confirm and identify vessels.

OPS_Marti says:
CO: That means we have an open channel

Host Gnshi says:
%COM: Geneva: oihwgfa[ogt asghowryt ihg ( I repeat, who you? )

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Good.

Host Bob_AGM says:
A 300 YEAR OLD BORG VESSEL APPROACHES THE PLANET

Borgy says:
#::confirms ::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA IS THE FIRST OF THE TWO SHIPS TO DISCOVER IT

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Again, now I’m positive sir they are hailing us

XO_Madred says:
::falls unconscious as the CNS gives him a hypo collapses to the floor hard::

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: I am Captain Rikerson of the USS Geneva.

TO_Ian says:
CO: Borg vessel approaching sir, it seems out dated

MO_Jerah says:
@::smiling back at Alicia:: Alicia: Thank you...

TO_Ian  (-Borg Battle & Klingon Theme-.mid)

Alicia says:
@~~~~Sister, nothing else can be done there. Come back and join us.~~~~

Host Gnshi says:
%COM: HM: we are detecting a Borg Cube at long range, engaging

OPS_Marti says:
:: scanning internal power grid ::

Borgy says:
#::interfaces sequence relay, confirm::

Borgie says:
#::re-interfaces with navigational node:: bborgee: Third of Four, intercept unidentified vessels at Warp 7.3

CO_Riker says:
TO: Keep me posted on the Borg's distance.

OPS_Marti says:
:: preparing BORG electronic countermeasures ::

Shey says:
@~~~~waiting for the Civilian sis~~~~

MO_Jerah says:
@::tries to relax now that all the wounded are tended to, but is concerned about the Geneva::

Host Gnshi says:
%:: prays to the Gods ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: they’re closing at warp 7.3, ETA 5 minutes

bborgee says:
#::adjusts heading:: done

XO_Madred says:
::snores::

CEO_Joey says:
::gets working on Borg countermeasures::

Alicia says:
@MO: I am sure they are all right.  Are you not close to someone on the ship that you can reach mentally?

Shey says:
@CIV:  whenever you are ready, we should go back and join the others.

Host Gnshi says:
%::arms all weapons and takes a suicide run attack ::

Borgie says:
#::reconnects to diagnostic node:: Fifteen of Thirty, run standard bio-diagnostic on Third of Four.

TO_Ian says:
CO: permission to ready for attack

CNS_Edge says:
::lifts the XO off the floor and places him on the bio bed::

Civ_Quincy says:
@::sets COMM to SF Relay:: COLONY COMM: SF: This is Civilian Quincy Stanton from the USS  Geneva; has anyone seen the Geneva?

CO_Riker says:
TO: Permission granted

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: There is no one I know well

Alicia says:
@MO: Is there no one else onboard that is telepathic?

SO_Dario says:
:: at the bridge, on a Science station ::

Host Gnshi says:
%::powers up subspace distortion generator ::

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: I am new on board the ship

bborgee says:
#::feels diagnostic program throughout body::

TO_Ian says:
:security, all nonessential personal to quarters, security team deploy, use modulation techniques

Borgie says:
#<15-30> ::diagnoses 3-4:: Borgie: Diagnostic indicates normal malfunction in secondary unilateral matrix. Error corrected.

SO_Dario says:
CO: Sorry, sir. Could you repeat the question?

Alicia says:
@MO: Ah, then that is that, as they say ::frowns::

TO_Ian says:
CO: alien vessel is targeting Borg also

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: I think there are others who are telepathic...

CO_Riker says:
SO: Get all the information that you can on the alien ship and the Borg ship that's coming towards us.

Civ_Quincy says:
<SF>: Nothing for a while, CIV.

SO_Dario says:
CO: Sir, the ship in at 300 Yards and closing

Civ_Quincy says:
@::closes link::

Alicia says:
~~~~Sister, have you contacted SFC yet?~~~~

Shey says:
@~~~~doing that now sis~~~~

Borgie says:
#bborgee: Third of Four, slow ship to sub-light velocity. Initiate tactical scans. Open all hailing frequencies.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Scanning ship data integrity ::

CO_Riker says:
TO: Target the Borg ship while keeping an eye on the alien ship.

TO_Ian says:
CO: Borg in weapons range in 10 seconds

Shey says:
@::looks at CIV::  nothing good I see.

SO_Dario says:
:: believes he's in the present ::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Preparing encryption procedures ::

Alicia says:
@~~~~Any chance he got any reading of the vortex before the ships disappeared?~~~~

TO_Ian says:
CO: targeting

CEO_Joey says:
::monitors all defense systems::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: No luck. There hasn't been anything for 20 minutes.

OPS_Marti says:
:: All OPS Countermeasures on standby ::

XO_Madred says:
::snores louder::

bborgee says:
# ::slows ship:: TAC Scan initiated, Hailing frequencies open

bborgee  (PowerDown.wav)

CO_Riker says:
*CEO* : Mr. Barbato, have the shields boosted, now.

Shey says:
@CIV:  did you perchance get any last minute readings before your ship vanished?

Alicia says:
@MO: Could we use your tricorder along with our communications equipment to try and trace the vortex that took your ship?

bborgee  (Hailing.wav)

CEO_Joey says:
*CO*: Aye sir, boosting shields.

Borgie says:
# Borgy: Identify and determine neutralizer for incoming unidentified vessel.

CEO_Joey says:
::increases the power::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Yes. A huge disturbance in the S/T Continuum.

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Of course ::offers her tricorder::

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires distortion field to envelop Borg Cube sections, routing them to different times/places ::

XO_Madred says:
::snore again::

SO_Dario says:
:: goes back to the past, but his body remain in the present ::

Borgy says:
^::runs test on unidentified vessel and sends out neutralizer analysis::

CO_Riker says:
*CEO*: And work on the Photon torpedoes.

Alicia says:
@MO: Come with me, and let’s take this to the communications room.

Borgy says:
#::moves to complete scans of unidentified vessel::

Civ_Quincy says:
@::pulls out tricorder:: Shey: I have the readings right here.....

Borgie says:
#COM: Vessel: We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your vessel. Your biological and technological distinctiveness will be added to our own. Resistance is futile.

Borgy says:
#::information enters the collective::

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Gets up and follows her::

Alicia says:
@~~~~Sister, we are on our way to you~~~~

SO_Dario says:
:: feels he is on his first duty on the starship Bozeman ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: the alien ship just sent parts of the Borg cube to different time periods

Alicia says:
@::leads the way out and to the communications building::

Shey says:
@~~~~OK, we will wait here for you then~~~~

Shey says:
@CIV:  the others are on their way.  I guess we should wait here.

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires again sending other sections to other places  ::

CO_Riker says:
TO: How is that possible?

Alicia says:
@::feels better after her brief rest::

Borgie says:
# ::collective power surge is sent through matrix 3:: bborgee: Return fire upon alien vessel. Begin assimilation sequence.

Borgy says:
#::ack::

TO_Ian says:
CO: it must of been like a vortex we where sucked in, but like a weapon

Civ_Quincy says:
@::shows the reading of S/T C disturbance to Shey::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Are we getting anymore responds from the Alien ship?

Borgie says:
#Borgy: Regenerate nodes 1502 through 1505.

Shey says:
@::goes over to a small replicator in the back office and gets some drinks::

bborgee says:
#Borgie: done, ::returns fire::

Alicia says:
@::enters the room where her sister is, with the MO following::

CNS_Edge says:
::injects synaptic agent into the XO to bring the brain activity to normal levels

Host Gnshi says:
%::reels as his vessel take a hit ::

MO_Jerah says:
@::follows Alicia::

SO_Dario says:
:: comes back to the present ::

XO_Madred says:
::brain activity does not change remains unconscious::

TO_Ian says:
CO: The Borg are re-initiating and attacking alien ship. Should I attack the Borg?

CNS_Edge  (Hypospray.wav)

Borgy says:
#::regeneration sequences begin::

SO_Dario says:
All: What the....?!

Alicia says:
@Shey: You are more technically inclined than I, can you make use of this to help find their ships Sister?

Shey says:
@Alicia: the Civ has readings for you to look at  ::calls out coming in::

bborgee says:
#::reads tactical scans:: Borgie: vessel type not in data banks.

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires once again ::

Alicia says:
@::is reading the padd::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: the message are not complete.. I think it is about firing but I don't know on what

CO_Riker says:
TO: Fire.

Shey says:
@::hands cool drinks around::

TO_Ian CO: firing ::locks onto Borg:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

bborgee says:
#Borgie: assimilation program initiated.

Borgie says:
# bborgee: Add species Type 10927 and assimilate.

Alicia says:
@Shey: Thank you Sister.

Civ_Quincy says:
@::shows the reading of S/T C disturbance to Alicia::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

Host Gnshi says:
%::is hit once again and ship is powered down ::

OPS_Marti says:
*CEO*: Report

MO_Jerah says:
@Shey: Thank you

CEO_Joey says:
*OPS*: I'm keeping power to the shields and weapons

SO_Dario says:
:: checks his panel to find when he is ::

Borgie says:
# Borgy: Bring vessel to course index 40271. Begin scanning procedure of unidentified vessel Beta.

CO_Riker says:
TO: Damage report?

MO_Jerah says:
@::takes a long drink...realizing how thirsty she is::

Shey says:
@Alicia:  what have we?  ::looks over her sisters shoulder::

Alicia says:
@Shey: So, how can we use the knowledge we have and reach the Geneva, or reconstruct what happened to them?

Civ_Quincy says:
@ ALL: New theory

Host Gnshi says:
%::frantically works to repair damage while a fight goes on below decks ::

OPS_Marti says:
*CEO*: report on hull integrity

Borgy says:
#::brings vessel to course index 40271:: Borgie: course laid in and initiated

bborgee says:
#::adds species type to data banks, labels as 10927::

Alicia says:
@::looks at the civilian::

TO_Ian says:
CO: hit main systems in left section

Shey says:
@Civ:  please explain

Civ_Quincy says:
@ALL: The ship, I think, may be back in time.

TO_Ian ::locks onto Borg:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

SO_Dario says:
CO: Sir, I think I'm having a problem. I was in the past!?

CEO_Joey says:
*OPS*: Reading some fluctuations in hull integrity, holding for now, I’ll attempt to reinforce.

Alicia says:
@~~~~Where did he come up with that idea, the data doesn't support it~~~~

OPS_Marti says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged

bborgee says:
#Borgie: species 10927 weaponry is inferior.

TO_Ian ::locks onto Borg::  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

CO_Riker says:
SO: Really? Have you figured out where the Geneva is?

Host Gnshi says:
%::Power comes back up on the Vessel ::

Borgie says:
#bborgee: Discard tactical information.

Shey says:
@~~~~I am not certain.  There seems to be some form of an energy vortex.  As for time...~~~~

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Internal power grid in nominal and the integrity field is holding sir

Borgie says:
# Borgy: Continue course to unidentified Beta.

Host Gnshi says:
%::targets main Borg Core control and fires :::

Shey says:
@CIV:  how do you come to this conclusion?

CO_Riker says:
::nods::

CNS_Edge says:
::sees the brain activity slowly return to normal::

Alicia says:
@MO: What do you make of this data?

Borgy says:
#::continues course:: Borgie: course continued as laid in

OPS_Marti says:
:: Compensating hull integrity ::

SO_Dario says:
CO: Not yet, sir.. I found my self on my first ship. The Bozeman. :: goes to the future ::

Borgy says:
#::proceeds::

MO_Jerah says:
@::looks over the data::

Borgie says:
#COM: Geneva: We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your vessel. We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Resistance is futile.

TO_Ian ::locks on to Borg regeneration control:: (Deflector Dish FIRE!.wav)

bborgee says:
#::shunts tactical data to back up files::

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: I am uncertain about this

OPS_Marti says:
Co: we are receiving a comm from the Borg ship

CO_Riker says:
SO: Well Mr. Dario, I suggest that you figure that out.

Alicia says:
@MO: What is it?

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open Frequencies.

Borgy says:
#::maintains course::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Opened - Audio Open ::

Alicia says:
@::glances at Sister::

Civ_Quincy says:
@ALL: If you’re wondering, it's a S/T C fluctuation. Many times has a ship encountered this and gone. Either that, or a Parallel Universe.

SO_Dario says:
:: founds himself on a nearly destroyed Geneva -- Not responding to Riker ::

Shey says:
@CIV:  but how do you come to your conclusion of going back into time?

XO_Madred says:
::slowly opens his eyes groggily but it only takes a moment before he is glaring at the Counselor:: CNS: We need to talk about your bed side manner some time .......... ::growls::

Borgie says:
# ::momentarily loses collective connection:: Borgy: Begin mass regeneration, Core Systems Alpha to Charlie. Stand by neutralization and weapons.

OPS_Marti says:
:: verifying BORG Countermeasures ::

SO_Dario says:
:: tries to reach to a panel to find what happened :: Rats.... This is a real mess!

Host Gnshi %::fires phaser banks :: (ShipPhasers.wav)

CO_Riker says:
COM: Borg ship: Borg Ship, we will not lower our shields.  We rather resist and die than to give up to you.

Shey says:
@~~~~I will have to run this data through the computer before I can make any further conclusions~~~~

Borgy says:
#::begins mass regeneration, core systems Alpha to Charlie. :, stand by neutralization and weapons::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Close frequencies.

TO_Ian says:
CO: the alien vessel is severally damaged I suggest we should position ourselves to protect them

Host Bob_AGM says:
WITH THE EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO THE BORG VESSEL, THERE IS AN APPARENT 'CHANGE' IN THE WAY THE FUTURE UNFOLDS.....

Borgy says:
#Borgie: standing by::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Noticing attempts to temper with the communications systems ::

Alicia says:
@~~~~Do so Sister, we may be their only hope~~~~

Borgie says:
# bborgee: Initiate tractor system on 10972 ship.

CNS_Edge says:
XO: How do you feel?

OPS_Marti says:
:: CHANNEL CLOSED ::

XO_Madred says:
::stands and swings his legs off the bio bed slowly:: CNS: Now, Counselor ........... ::growls a little louder:: may I return to duty now.

TO_Ian ::firing on Borg (Torpedos.wav)

Alicia says:
@Civ: Will you consent to help Shey with this data?

Borgie says:
# COMM: *Geneva* Resistance is futile. Lower your shields or be destroyed.

CO_Riker says:
FCO: FCO, position us near the Alien ship.

SO_Dario says:
:: finds nothing....and gets back to the present and falls unconscious::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: The S/T C is what keeps us in the current century. If it shatters, we are all thrown into the future and different dimensions.

Host Bob_AGM says:
FALORN III STARTS TO CHANGE AS MANY OF THE NATIVES WERE NOT ASSIMILATED AND THE BORG APPARENTLY DID NOT OVERCOME THAT PLANET, THUS KEEPING THE BORG OUT OF THE ALPHA QUADRANT FOR SEVERAL CENTURIES

Shey says:
@::sighs::  CIV/MO:  if I might have the data please

bborgee says:
#::locks tractor beam on Geneva:: Borgie: target locked

Host Gnshi says:
@::intercepts beam meant for the Geneva ::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: We are receiving another transmission

Civ_Quincy says:
@::transfers data::

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: I am uncertain of this data myself

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires ::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: From who ?

Borgie says:
# Borgy: Tactical systems are nonfunctional. Reroute.

CO_Riker says:
<FCO person> CO: Aye sir.

Borgy says:
#Borgie: rerouting

OPS_Marti says:
CO: the Borg ship sir

bborgee says:
#::attempts re-lock of tractor beam on Geneva::

Alicia says:
@MO: Well Shey can operate a computer, so we will see what is comes up with.

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Ignore it.

Borgy says:
#::continues to reroute tactical weapons::

TO_Ian ::locks onto Borg tractor beam,:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

OPS_Marti says:
CO: aye sir

Host Gnshi says:
%::interferes with tractor lock ::

XO_Madred says:
::stands not bothering to wait for the counselor to answer and practically seething with anger at him, turns and storms out of sickbay as quickly as his wobbly legs will let him::

Shey says:
@::walks over to the computer and sets it up, then enters the data::

Borgy says:
#Borgie: attempts to reroute have failed, continuing further

Borgy says:
#::continues rerouting tactical::

CO_Riker says:
TO: Are the phasers still damaging the Borg ship.

bborgee says:
#Borgie:: we are overloading systems, rerouting power.

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: That is good, maybe she has knowledge we do not have

Host Gnshi says:
%COM: Geneva: Shoot here ::points ::

XO_Madred says:
::moves down the corridor leaving sickbay behind him as quickly as he can::

SO_Dario says:
:: comes around and gets up of the floor :: CO: Sir?!.. I've been on the future!. We are nearly destroyed, sir. But I didn't find how!

TO_Ian ::targets core matrix:: (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE BORG SHIP BEGINS TO LOSE INTEGRITY

bborgee says:
#::sparks everywhere, cube shutters::

Shey says:
@::looks at the computers output, one eye slowly rising::

OPS_Marti says:
Co: there are losing integrity sir

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires also at Core Matrix ::

TO_Ian says:
CO: yes sir they aren't adapting

Host Bob_AGM says:
AS IT DOES, MORE AND MORE CHANGES OCCUR IN THE FUTURE

CO_Riker says:
SO: Mr. Dario, please find out where we are.

Borgy says:
#Borgie: malfunction on rerouting, field integrity is falling::

XO_Madred says:
::enters a TL and demands:: TL: BRIDGE

Alicia says:
@Shey: What is it Sis?

Borgie says:
#bborgee: Reroute secondary matrix system. Reinitialize Core Matrices 3-5.

bborgee says:
#Borgie: losing integrity

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE MALENDON COLONY IS EFFECTED.....

Shey says:
@~~~~Sis, this is not good at all~~~~

OPS_Marti says:
Co: I think we should take our distances...

TO_Ian ::continues barrage on Borg:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Borgy says:
#::continues rerouting sequences::

bborgee says:
#::reinitializes core matrix:

XO_Madred says:
::listens to the TL whir its way through the ship leaning against a bulkhead to steady himself::

Shey says:
@CIV: would you please check with SF for any updates?

CO_Riker says:
OPS: What for?

Alicia says:
@~~~~What is it? I don't like the tone of your thoughts Sis~~~~

Host Bob_AGM says:
FORTUNATELY, THERE IS NO APPARENT CONFLICT OF WHERE THE NATIVES AND THE COLONISTS EXIST, SO NO COLONISTS ARE LOST

SO_Dario says:
CO: That's evident, sir.. In the middle of the matter.. uh...oh... :: falls again ::

Borgie says:
#Borgy: Reroute communications data pathways 27-902. Reroute sensor data shunts 2910-3982.

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: Sure.

Host Gnshi says:
%::fires to explode core matrices ::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: it is old Borg technology if they lose integrity they can blow up

Borgy says:
#::reroutes communications pathways, and sensor data..::

TO_Ian says:
CO: Borg cube is losing integrity

Host Bob_AGM says:
AS THE FUTURE CHANGES, MANY OF THE FORMERLY INJURED ARE NOT INJURED, AS THE ALIEN SHIP NEVER NEEDED TO GO TO THE FUTURE

OPS_Marti says:
:: Preparing to transfer power to Shields ::

CO_Riker says:
FCO: FCO, take us to a safe distance

bborgee says:
#::attempts to reinforce shields::

Borgy says:
#Borgie: communication pathways rerouted, sensors are failing, rerouting::

Borgie says:
# Both Borg: Reroute matrix 1...Reroute power transfer systems 15...Reroute...Reroute...Reroute... ::collective communications disintegrate::

XO_Madred says:
::the TL stops on the bridge and Madred steps out putting his best foot forward and collapsing to the deck on top of it::

Alicia says:
@::feels a tremor of some kind run through her being::

CO_Riker says:
<FCO person> CO: Aye sir.

Civ_Quincy says:
@::sets COMM to SF Relay:: COLONY COMM: SF: This is Civilian Quincy Stanton from the USS  Geneva; has anyone seen the Geneva?

Host Bob_AGM says:
THEREFORE A TEMPORAL PARADOX IS ESTABLISHED.... ONLY THE GENEVA IS STILL TRAPPED IN THE PAST

bborgee says:
#Borgie: sssshields ffailing

Alicia says:
@~~~~Sis, did you feel that?~~~~

XO_Madred says:
::gets himself up:: CO: Reporting for duty, Captain ...........

Borgy says:
#::reroutes matrix::

Civ_Quincy says:
<SF>: Nothing for a while, CIV.

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: Welcome friend

TO_Ian ::finishes of the Borg:: (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Borgy says:
#::systems are failing::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Get a tracker beam on the Alien ship as we are moving out of range.

Borgy says:
#::integrity failing::

Civ_Quincy says:
@::closes link::

TO_Ian says:
CO: the Borg ship is destroyed

XO_Madred says:
::sits in the 2nd chair and nods at the CO::

OPS_Marti says:
Co: we are receiving a transmission from the Alien ship

bborgee says:
#::cube shutters;;

SO_Dario says:
:: goes to the future again...finds himself healthy as well as all :: Good Lord!.. What the hell is this all about?!

Shey says:
@~~~~yes sis~~~~

XO_Madred says:
OPS: On screen ......... ::stands::

Borgie says:
#COM: Borg Homeworld: Borg ship Alpha 274 has lost integrity. Acknowledge backup... Ack2##@@111...ztt... ::explodes::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: On screen

OPS_Marti says:
CO: I think it means Welcome Friends 

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: no luck.

Host Gnshi says:
%::appears on screen :::

SO_Dario says:
:: falls again and goes back to the past ::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at Marti::

OPS_Marti says:
:: CHANNEL OPEN - On SCREEN ::

Borgy says:
#::scatters::

Shey says:
@CIV:  nothing?

Alicia says:
@~~~~Sis, something is wrong~~~~

OPS_Marti says:
XO: welcome back sir

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: nothing.

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva; We welcome you as friends and allies, we will make you welcome for all time

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Alien Ship, why have you brought us here?

Shey says:
@Alicia:  please try contacting some of the other colonists.  Something is...  wrong

XO_Madred says:
::nods again at the Lieutenant:: OPS: Thanks ....... ::moves to look over the TAC Console next to Ian::

Alicia says:
@~~~~Anyone that can hear my thoughts, answer please~~~~

TO_Ian says:
XO: how's the leg

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: we thought you were Borg and we could learn from you, and learn we have, much to both of our benefit

XO_Madred says:
::takes his usual spot leaning on the railing for support:: TO: Just fine ........ how are we?

Shey says:
@::runs some simulations through the computer::

XO_Madred says:
::listens to the Captain's exchange:: CO: Perhaps a little more diplomacy, Captain.

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: well?

OPS_Marti says:
:: Rerouting a little more power to communications systems ::

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Well, thank you, but can you take us back to our own time?

OPS_Marti says:
:: Maintaining communication ::

TO_Ian says:
XO; had a little assimilation problem but that was a futile battle for them

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: My pleasure

Alicia says:
@MO: Are you sensing anything strange?

XO_Madred says:
::smiles at Ian glad to have him on the bridge again:: TO: Good .......

CO_Riker says:
XO: Comdr. I can handle this.

Host Gnshi says:
%::opens conduit ::

Shey says:
@CIV:  my fear is that you might be correct and if so, history, time as we know it, may have been altered.

XO_Madred says:
::raises and eyebrow to the Captain as the CO turns to him:: CO: Of course, sir ......

MO_Jerah says:
@::feeling very tired suddenly, finds herself a seat:: Alicia: Yes, something stirring inside...

CNS_Edge says:
::heads for the TL::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: I'm not surprised

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Thank you.  Please, forgive me for being rude earlier.  Starfleet could use your help.

Host Gnshi says:
%::enters first to open the "hole" ::

Shey says:
@Alicia: are you getting anything?

CNS_Edge says:
TL: Bridge

Alicia says:
@Shey: No one has answered so far Sis.

Host Gnshi says:
%::transmits message to homeworld ::

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Will you please join the Federation?

XO_Madred says:
::leans against a console as he reads the sensor readings from this space::

Shey says:
@Alicia: are you sure?

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey: so............. I guess we are in deep doggidy doodoo

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: that is not my purview, my ruler will discuss matters with yours

OPS_Marti says:
:: creating a note on the exobiology databank of the ship ::

Alicia says:
@Shey: Sis, I am sure. No one has answered me telepathically.

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Your . . . ruler?

Alicia says:
@ALL: I think we need to go outside and look around.

CNS_Edge says:
::as the doors open he steps out on to the bridge, and stands at  CSO station

Alicia says:
@::heads for the doors::

XO_Madred says:
::moves over to the OPS panel real quick and glances over Marti's shoulder as the CNS steps onto the bridge and gets a glare from him::

Shey says:
@::heads out the door::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Alicia: Wait.

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: When can I speak to your ruler?

MO_Jerah says:
@Alicia: Agreed. ::gets up slowly...walking out the door::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Shey, MO: wait a sec.

OPS_Marti says:
XO: we have almost nothing on them we can't penetrate their hull

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: perhaps you can soon or already Have? ::grins::

CNS_Edge says:
::smiles at the XO::

XO_Madred says:
::nods in approval at the configuration on the OPS board:: OPS: what about local space ..... can we learn anything from that?

Civ_Quincy says:
@::heads after them::

Alicia says:
@Shey: When will the Federation ship arrive?  They were supposed to be here any time now.

Shey says:
@::looks back at CIV::

SO_Dario says:
:: is now confused, the past and the future are similar? -- falls again, unconscious::

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Thank you, Alien ship.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA PROCEEDS BACK TO ITS OWN TIME VIA THE TEMPORAL VORTEX

MO_Jerah says:
@Civ: What Mr. Quincy?

Host Gnshi says:
%::has towed the Geneva back to her own time :::

Alicia says:
@::turns and see two strangers::

Civ_Quincy says:
@Alicia: I'll try again.

Shey says:
@Alicia:  sis, I am afraid there may be no Federation to send a ship.

Host Gnshi says:
%::turns about ::

Alicia says:
@Shey: Who are they Sister ::points at the Civ and MO::

OPS_Marti says:
XO: I'm scanning the area but everything is in accord with the stellar cartography of the region, except for the trace of alien tech on the surface

Civ_Quincy says:
@COM: GENEVA: This is Quincy.

XO_Madred says:
::feels through the deck plates as they pop out into there own time ....... :: OPS: Confirm our current location and check with local subspace transponders ...... where and when are we?

CNS_Edge says:
::turns he head back down to Science Console operations::

OPS_Marti says:
XO: aye sir

Shey says:
@::shakes her head::  Alicia:  I do not know?

Host Gnshi says:
%Com: Geneva: Farewell, my new friends, back to my own time

CO_Riker says:
COM: Alien Ship: Good bye my friends. Good bye

XO_Madred says:
::steps back to the center of the after deck behind the command deck:: TO: Ian .... scan the planet ...... are our people present?

Host Gnshi says:
%::explodes going through the gateway ::

Alicia says:
@::approaches the two:: MO/Civ:: Who are you and how did you get to our planet?

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Close frequencies

TO_Ian says:
XO; there still there

Civ_Quincy says:
@Alicia, Shey.............We are those people who helped you through the attack!

OPS_Marti says:
:: Trying to establish Communication with a reference transponder signal ::

XO_Madred says:
::grabs his head briefly and holds a railing to steady himself realizing her is moving a little too quickly::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channels closed - Off screen ::

Shey says:
@::looks around in growing confusion::

CO_Riker says:
OPS: Contact the Away teams and transport them off the planet.

Alicia says:
@Shey: Who are they?  They don't belong here ::says in frightened voice::

Civ_Quincy says:
@::hears COMM:: COM: GENEVA: This is Civ_Quincy.

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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